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Whatsapp old chat recovery apk

Your WhatsApp chats may contain some important information and have sentimental values. By backing up your WhatsApp chats, you can later restore them to your iPhone/Android. It will also help you switch from one phone to another without losing whatsApp chats. In addition to WhatsApp chats, they must also be
used to share photos and videos with your WhatsApp contacts. If you don't want to lose these valuable WhatsApp storage, then also make a backup of all WhatsApp videos/photos. Pick up the photos and videos at any time after you take your backup from WhatsApp. Your WhatsApp won't be useful without your
WhatsApp contacts. Although WhatsApp does not offer a direct option to store our contacts, you can use other ways to keep them safe. This will help you stay in touch with your WhatsApp friends even after you get a new iPhone/Android. 2.1 Backup WhatsApp chats &amp; attachments from iOS You may lose your
WhatsApp chats for numerous reasons such as iOS system problems, physical damage, faulty apps, etc. To avoid such an unwanted scenario, maintain a backup of your WhatsApp chats and attachments from your iPhone. You can enable automatic WhatsApp backup in iCloud settings, create a WhatsApp backup via
iTunes, or even use a much smarter solution. Backup iOS WhatsApp to iCloud Go to your iPhone settings &gt; iCloud and turn on iCloud Drive. 1 Enable whatsApp in the iCloud Drive Backup list. 2 To automate backups, launch WhatsApp and go to Settings &gt; Chats. 3 Tap Chat Backup and choose to back up your
WhatsApp chats. 4 Turn on the Auto Backup option to create automatic WhatsApp chat backups. 5 Pros: Automatic WhatsApp backup option. Easy WhatsApp chat backup &amp; restore for iOS. Can contain WhatsApp media files. Cons: Use iCloud storage (only 5 GB of free storage). WhatsApp backup details cannot
be previewed. Strongly depends on strong Wi-Fi signals. Back up iOS WhatsApp in iTunes Update your iTunes to the latest version. 1 Launch iTunes on the system and connect your iPhone to it. 2 Select the connected device and go to the summary. 3 Click the Save Now button under the Backup tab. 4 Confirm your
choice and make a comprehensive backup of your iPhone. 5 Professionals: Also saves WhatsApp attachments. Free. Cons: Relatively time consuming. iTunes errors often appear. Users cannot only back up WhatsApp chats. WhatsApp chat backup details are not included in the iTunes can't just back up WhatsApp
chats. Securing the entire device takes a lot of time. iCloud requires strong Wi-Fi signals for WhatsApp backups. Only 5GB of free storage available. No one can preview which WhatsApp chats have been backed up to iTunes &amp; iCloud. Complex operations to back up WhatsApp chats with iTunes and iCloud. dr.fone
- WhatsApp Transfer One click to back up WhatsApp chats from iOS/Android to PC. Easy project of WhatsApp backup details from the backup files. Selectively Selective just wanted WhatsApp chats on iPhone/Android also supports backup of Viber, LINE, Kik, Wechat chats on PC. 2.2 Backup WhatsApp Chats &amp;
Attachments from Android If you have an Android device, then you can easily take a backup of WhatsApp chats and even keep the exchanged WhatsApp media files safe. You can perform WhatsApp backups on your local device storage as well as online backups (on the linked Google account via Google Drive). Here's
how you can do it. Backup Android WhatsApp chats on local storage Open WhatsApp and visit its settings from the main menu. 1 Go to Chats &gt; Chat Backup. 2 Tap the Save Now option to create an instant backup. 3 When you enable automatic backup, WhatsApp takes 4 pros daily backup at 2 a.m.: it's free. Cons:
No selective backup option. The file may be easily corrupted. Consumes local storage on Android smartphones. Backup Android WhatsApp chats on Google Drive launch WhatsApp and visit its Menu &gt; Settings &gt; Chats &gt; Chat Backup. 1 Tap the Backup to Google Drive button. 2 If your account isn't added, tap
add account instead. 3 Turn on the Automatic Backup option to never lose your WhatsApp chats. 5 Pros: Simple process. Cons: Consumes memory on Google Drive. No selective backup option. Backup not in preview. The dr.fone - WhatsApp Transfer allows you to back up WhatsApp chats from Android to PC to store
storage on your Android phone and Google Drive. Here are the simple steps to follow: Install and open dr.fone on your PC. Click On WhatsApp Transfer. Connect your Android to your PC and select WhatsApp &gt; Backup WhatsApp messages. Wait for WhatsApp backup to complete. A WhatsApp backup is not enough.
You can also restore WhatsApp chat backup to a new or the same iOS/Android. The process may vary depending on your device types and where the WhatsApp backup was stored. Here are some foolproof ways to restore your WhatsApp chat backup. If you've backed up WhatsApp chats to an iPhone, you can easily
restore WhatsApp messages to the same or another iOS device. To restore WhatsApp chats, photos or videos, you can follow these 3 popular approaches. Restore with dr.fone 1. Start the tool dr.fone – WhatsApp Transfer and connect your phone to the system. 2. Select whether to restore messages to an iOS device
and select the appropriate backup file. 3. Preview of the and place them selectively on your iPhone. Easy and easy to use. Preview WhatsApp messages for selective recovery. Can view and restore WhatsApp attachments separately. 1. Reset your device if you are already using it. 2. When you set up a new phone,
select it from iCloud backup. 3. Sign in to the same iCloud account where the WhatsApp backup is stored. 4. Select the backup file and restore the entire backup. Wireless WhatsApp Backup WhatsApp Backup Partially free (if iCloud has free space) The entire device would reset (loss of existing data). Users cannot
selectively restore WhatsApp chats. Unwanted data would also be recovered together. Restore with iTunes 1. Update iTunes, launch iTunes on your computer, and connect the iOS device to it. 2. Select the connected device and go to the Summary tab. 3. In the Backups section, click the Restore Backup button. 4.
Select the backup you want to restore and confirm your choice. The entire device backup is restored, regardless of WhatsApp data or not. The existing data (except WhatsApp) on the device would be deleted. WhatsApp chats in iTunes backup can't preview. When you switch from iOS to Android, it can be difficult to keep
your WhatsApp chat data. Since native WhatsApp solutions such as Google Drive or iCloud do not support, you can use the help of a dedicated WhatsApp tool such as dr.fone - Trasferimento WhatsApp. It provides a one-click solution for backing up and restoring WhatsApp data to any two devices. 1 Connect your
Android to the system and open dr.fone - WhatsApp Transfer. Reselect WhatsApp chats on an Android device. 2 Since you see a list of available WhatsApp backup files, select the backup of your choice and click Next. 3 Preview of the exchanged WhatsApp chats and attachments. Select whatsApp chats from your
iPhone on Android, and then restore them. Restoring WhatsApp chats from Android to Android is relatively easier than cross-platform recovery. Once you have done a backup of your WhatsApp chats on Google Drive or the local Android storage, you can easily restore the WhatsApp backup files to any Android. Copy
the WhatsApp backup file of the source Android device and paste it into the WhatsApp database folder of the target device. 1 Install and launch WhatsApp on the target Android device. 2 When you set up your account, select WhatsApp Backup again. 3 Select the latest WhatsApp backup file and restore WhatsApp
chats to the target Android. 4 Note: While the process can run for free, users cannot preview WhatsApp data. The error rate is high due to the updating encryption algorithm of WhatsApp. You need to learn how WhatsApp stores files before you start. Install WhatsApp on the target Android and initiate its setup. 1 Enter



your phone number and the same Google account where the WhatsApp chat backup is stored. 2 WhatsApp automatically detects the user and provides the WhatsApp backup recovery option. 3 Select WhatsApp chats from an existing Google Drive backup to your target Android. 4 Note: Some WhatsApp chats may be
lost when your Google Drive storage is full. Google Drive would replace the existing WhatsApp backup with a new one that may not include the latest WhatsApp chats. Everyone else with your Google Google Credentials can access your WhatsApp data in this way. Restoring WhatsApp from local storage is complex,
and restoring Google Drive can pose security risks. Is there a more reliable solution? Yes, if you have backed up your WhatsApp chats from Android to PC, then you can avoid any inconvenience and restore WhatsApp chats to new Android with just one click. Here's how: Launch dr.fone and select Restore Social App
from the main menu. Select WhatsApp and then restore WhatsApp messages to Android device. Select a WhatsApp backup file and click Restore. Restoring WhatsApp backup from Android to iPhone is always a tedious job. In most cases, the predominant solution on the Internet simply doesn't work: backup WhatsApp
chats to Google Drive and later connect the same Google account to the target iPhone. By connecting the same Google account on both devices, then restore WhatsApp backup from Android to iPhone. Time to get a more reliable solution to restore WhatsApp backup from Android to your iPhone. 1 Connect your iPhone
to your computer. Then install and open dr.fone - Trasferimento WhatsApp. 2 Select the WhatsApp tab and click Restore WhatsApp messages to iOS device. 3 Browse the historical WhatsApp chat backup files, select the Android file, and click Restore. Apart from backing up WhatsApp chats and restoring the chats,
users often want to read the chats and even delete a WhatsApp backup. If you're concerned about your WhatsApp privacy and want to preview your WhatsApp chats, you should explore the following options in detail. If you just want to preview your WhatsApp chats, you need to access the WhatsApp backup file first.
Android users can find the encrypted WhatsApp backup file in the WhatsApp database folder. It would be saved as a .db.crypt file. iOS users can extract WhatsApp chats from an iCloud or iTunes backup file. In general, you can use a dedicated extractor tool to preview WhatsApp data. This would largely depend on how
you maintained a WhatsApp chat backup. For Android devices, WhatsApp chat backup can be stored on the device's local storage or Google Drive. You can simply copy the WhatsApp backup file from the local drive. You can also download the WhatsApp backup from Google Drive. If you've done a WhatsApp backup
on iCloud, you can by visiting your iCloud account. If you've maintained a WhatsApp backup on iTunes, get your WhatsApp chats from a rich iTunes backup. If you resell or sell your old iPhone or Android, it is important to permanently delete your WhatsApp backup file. This ensures that your WhatsApp privacy is not
invaded. Android users can visit the WhatsApp folder on their device storage and manually delete the WhatsApp backup file. In the You can go to your Google Drive and get rid of the existing WhatsApp backup. If you managed WhatsApp backup on your iCloud account, visit the official website and delete the existing
WhatsApp backup file from your account. Also, unlink your iCloud account from iPhone to make sure no one else can access your WhatsApp backup. Not everyone takes a pre-backup of their WhatsApp chats. If automatic WhatsApp backup is disabled on your Android or iOS device, you may lose your WhatsApp chats
unexpectedly. Don't worry - you can still recover deleted WhatsApp chats without backup by using a smart tool. To recover the lost WhatsApp chats on Android, you can try dr.fone - Data Recovery (Android), which can recover all kinds of lost and deleted content (such as deleted photos) under different scenarios. You
can also preview the recovered data and selectively restore your WhatsApp chats/attachments. Connect your Android device to the system and launch the dr.fone toolkit. Click Restore and select to retrieve data from the local Android store. Select this option if you want to scan all the storage or search only for deleted
WhatsApp content. Wait a few minutes because the application would scan your device. Preview and restore whatsApp chats/attachments you've retrieved. dr.fone - Data Recovery (iOS) is one of the first data recovery tools for the iPhone and is known for its high success rate in the industry. It can retrieve all kinds of
lost content on an iOS device, including WhatsApp chats and attachments. This tool is fully compatible with leading iOS devices and the latest iOS versions. Launch the dr.fone toolkit and connect your iOS device to the system. Open the recovery engine and select the data type that you want to scan on the device store.
Wait a while as the application would try to retrieve your WhatsApp chats. Preview the retrieved content (WhatsApp chats and attachments) to perform a selective restore. While WhatsApp is a well-known and advanced application, users still have some unwanted issues. For example, it might be difficult to backup your
WhatsApp chats or restore an existing WhatsApp chat backup. Here are some common problems associated with WhatsApp backup with their simple solutions. Too often, while backing up their WhatsApp chats, users face this problem. There is a possibility that conflict with the existing backup or linked Google/iCloud
account. Your Android/iPhone can also stop the WhatsApp backup process due to some security limitations. Quick Fixes: 1. Go to the Play Store or App Store and update the version of WhatsApp you're using. 2. Make sure WhatsApp supports the Android/iOS version of your device. 3. Confirm an active phone number
for your WhatsApp account without paying a fee. 4. Close WhatsApp, restart your device, and try to Chat backup again. 5. Try an effective alternative to backup WhatsApp chats on PC. While you are backing up your WhatsApp chats to an iPhone, the backup process can be paused in between. From a poor network
connection to a lack of space in your iCloud account, there could be several reasons for this. Quick Fixes: 1. Check the network connection on your iPhone. Turn it off and turn it on again. 2. Make sure the linked iCloud account has enough free space to store WhatsApp backups. 3. Go to your device's iCloud settings,
sign out of your account and sign back in. 4. Connect WhatsApp and restart your iPhone. 5. Use a PC backup tool to secure WhatsApp chats more reliably. Just like the iPhone, the WhatsApp chat backup process can get stuck on an Android device. Most of the time, the problem occurs because of an unverified Google
account or a poor Internet connection. The following suggestions can easily resolve the issue. Quick Fixes: 1. Turn on the network connection and reactivate it. Make sure your Android is connected to a stable Internet connection. 2. Go to your device's storage &gt; WhatsApp &gt; database and delete any existing
WhatsApp chat backups that could cause a conflict. 3. Make sure that the Google Play services do not stop the WhatsApp backup process. 4. Turn off your Android, wait a while, and restart it. Try sing WhatsApp backup again. 5. Use a workaround way to back up Android WhatsApp chats to pc. Even after recording a
WhatsApp chat backup, there's a chance that you might not be able to restore it to your Android or iOS device. Most often, users face this problem when performing cross-platform restore of WhatsApp backup or due to WhatsApp backup conflicts with devices. The following suggestions can help you resolve this issue.
Quick Fixes: 1. Make sure the phone number entered in your new WhatsApp account is the same. 2. Make sure that the operating system of both devices is the same. 3. Make sure your device has enough free space to restore WhatsApp backup. 4. Android users should continue to check if Google Play Services is
installed on the device. 5. The iOS/Android device should be connected to a working and stable internet connection. 6. Try dr.fone - WhatsApp Transfer WhatsApp Chats from Android to Android, Android on iOS, iOS to iOS restore iOS to Android. Android. Android.
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